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Abstract

We present self-consistent density functional calculations using the LMTO-ASA method of the variations in the surface
electronic structure for pseudomorfic overlayers and impurities of Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au on the
other metals. Knowledge of these variations is of importance in understanding trends in the reactivity of metal surfaces. A
simple model is presented which gives a description of the overall trends in the self-consistently calculated results.

1. Introduction

It is one of the long term goals of surface
science to provide an understanding of the prop-
erties of metal surfaces that determine their
reactivity. If such an understanding can be es-
tablished, it would be possible to predict the
reactivity of a given surface, including the ef-
fect of structure, the effect of alloying and the
effect of co-adsorbed species. This would open
very interesting possibilities in the design of
surfaces with specific catalytic properties.

We are still far from such an understanding,
but new possibilities have emerged recently due
to the developments in density functional the-
ory. By a combination of new numerical tech-

Ž w x.niques for a review, see 1 , a better, non-local
description of exchange and correlation effects
w x2,3 , and faster computers it is now possible to

) Corresponding author.
1 Communication presented at the First Francqui Colloquium,

Brussels, 19–20 February 1996.

describe the energetics of adsorption and disso-
ciation reactions with an accuracy of the order

w x0.2 eV 3–17 . While this is not a sufficient
accuracy for the calculation of chemical rates, it
is reasonable for studying trends. Using the
density functional calculations as computer ex-
periments we can study systematically which
surface parameters influence the reactivity. In
the computer experiments we are free to study
the role of electronic and geometric effects sep-
arately. When comparing the barrier for dissoci-

Ž . Ž .ation for e.g. H on Cu 111 and 100 , the2

barrier height can first be compared for like
reaction geometries, and later the effect of the
different possible reaction paths on the two

w xsurfaces can be compared 18 . Similarly, one
can single out the role of surface relaxation by
first considering the unrelaxed surface and after-
wards include the motion of the substrate during
the reaction.

Studies so far of a limited number of adsor-
w xbates and surfaces 15–17,19 have led to the

formulation of a simple model of surface reac-
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tivity of transition and noble metals. The model
singles out three surface properties contributing
to the ability of the surface to make and break

Ž .adsorbate bonds: i the center e of the d-bands,d
Ž .ii the degree of filling f of the d-bands, andd
Ž .iii the coupling matrix element V betweenad

the adsorbate states and the metal d-states. The
basic idea is that trends in the interaction en-
ergy between an adsorbate and a metal surface
are governed by the coupling to the metal d-
bands, since the coupling to the metal sp states
is essentially the same for the transition and
noble metals. The coupling between the adsor-
bate and the surface is therefore included in two
steps. First, the adsorbate is coupled to the
metal sp states. This leads to a shift and broad-
ening of the adsorbate states, and to a substan-
tial part of the adsorption energy. The renormal-
ized adsorbate states are then coupled to the
metal d-states. If the inclusion of the coupling
to the d-states is a small perturbation of the
system then this contribution to the total energy
can be calculated simply from the change of the

Ž .sum of the Kohn–Sham one-electron energies.
This follows from the frozen potential approxi-

w x w xmation 20 or the force theorem 21 . If the
coupling to the metal sp states can be consid-
ered to be similar for a group of surfaces, trends
in adsorption energies will depend primarily on
the coupling to the metal d-states, which then
depends primarily on the three factors listed
above. Other factors like the width and shape of
the d-band also influence the coupling energy,

w xbut these are generally smaller corrections 22 .
Ž < < < <.If the coupling is weak V < e ye thead d a

interaction between an adsorbate state with fill-
ing f at energy e and a metal d-state witha a

filling f at e can be writtend d

V 2
ad 2E syC f , f qaV 1Ž . Ž .d – hyb a d ad< <e yea d

Ž .where C f , f only depends on the number ofa d

electrons in the adsorbate state and the metal
d-bands. The first term is the hybridization en-

ergy leading to an attraction if the anti-bonding
states are not completely filled, while the sec-
ond term gives the repulsion due to the orthogo-
nalization between the adsorbate and metal d-
states. Clearly, the center of the d-band e is and

important parameter characterizing the ability of
the surface d-electrons to participate in bonding
to the adsorbate. The d-band center of a given
metal atom will depend on the surroundings,
and one of the possibilities for modifying the
reactivity of a metal is by depositing it as an

w xoverlayer 23 or alloy it into the surface layer
w xof another metal 24 . Alloying is extensively

used to modify the activity of high surface area
w xsystems 25,26 .

For a given adsorbate, f is fixed, and thea

other two parameters determining the interac-
Ž .tion energy with the d-states are i the filling of

Ž .the d-bands, f , and ii the coupling matrixd

element V .ad

Let us consider CO adsorption on a metal
surface as an example. There are two valence
states of the CO that couple strongly to the
metal d-states, the filled 5s and the empty 2p )

w xstates 27–29 . For each of these states we can
estimate the interaction with the d-bands based

Ž .on Eq. 1 . In Fig. 1 we compare the result of
such an analysis to self-consistently calculated

w xCO chemisorption energies 17 . There is clearly
a very good correlation between the calculated

Žadsorption energies which also agree very well
w x.with experimentally determined values 17 and

the model.
One of the important results of Fig. 1 is that

the variations in the CO bond energy when one
metal is deposited on another are well de-
scribed. CO adsorbs much stronger on a mono-

Ž . Ž .layer of Cu on Pt 111 than on the clean Cu 111
surface for instance. The same is true for Ni on

Ž .Ru 0001 while the opposite holds for Pd on
Ž .Ru 0001 . This is also observed experimentally

w x23 . The variations can be traced simply to the
variations in the d-band centers. For CO adsorp-
tion on the late transition metals the coupling of
the 2p ) level to the d-bands is much stronger

w xthan the coupling of the 5s level 17 . The
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Fig. 1. The chemisorption energy, E , of CO at various metalchem

and bimetal surfaces as calculated in density functional theory
Ž Ž ..versus the simple model estimate, E Eq. 1 of the hy-d – hyb

bridization energy between the CO 2p ) and 5s and the metal d
w x Ž .states at the surface 17 . M rM 111 refers to CO chemisorp-1 2

Ž .tion at a pseudomorphic monolayer of M over a M 111 sub-1 2
Ž .strate, M :M @M 111 to CO chemisorption at the M site of a1 1 2 1

Ž .1r4 monolayer of M ‘impurity’ atoms substituted into a M 1111 2

surface, etc. As indicated by the solid line, the overall trends in
E are contained in the simple E expression. The dashedchem d – hyb

lines further emphasize that in particular the trends in the
chemisorption energy of CO at one metal species in different
metallic environments are captured by E .d – hyb

change in the chemisorption energy due to a
change in the d-band center by de is therefored

V 2
2p – d

dE ;4 f de 'gde 2Ž .d – hyb d d d2
e yeŽ .2p d

This means that dE rg and therefored – hyb

dE rg should be proportional to the changechem

in the d-band center de . This is illustrated ind

Fig. 2 for the three cases discussed above. The
self-consistently calculated change in the CO
chemisorption energy is clearly given by de asd

predicted by the model. Since the 2p ) level is
above the Fermi level the interaction with the
d-band becomes stronger when the d-band shifts

Ž .up as is the case for CurPt 111 so that the
Ž .energy denominator in Eq. 1 becomes smaller.

When Ni is deposited as a monolayer on Ru or
Ž .as an impurity in Cu 111 the d-bands also shift

up while the opposite is true for Pd when
Ž .deposited on Ru 0001 .

A similar picture is expected to hold for other
molecular adsorbates with empty or partly empty

Žstates above the Fermi level N , NO, O , CH ,2 2 4
.other hydrocarbons, etc . Clearly, the variations

Žin the center of the d-bands is an important but
.not necessarily the only parameter in under-

standing variations in adsorption energies and
activation energies from one metal to the next.

In the present paper we present density func-
tional calculations of the change in e when ad

number of metals form overlayers or are alloyed
into the first layer of other metals. We study all
the combinations of metals to the right of and
including the Fe group, since these systems
contain a number of the metal combinations that
could be of interest in catalysis.

The main results of this study have been
obtained by fully self-consistent calculations of
d-band centers using the linear muffin–tin or-

Fig. 2. The density functional theory based chemisorption energy
Ž .shifts from CO adsorption at the Ni, Cu or Pd 111 surfaces to

adsorption at impurity or overlayer structures plotted versus the
shifts in the valence d centers at the involved surface metal atom
Ž .before the CO adsorption . The chemisorption energy shifts are

Ž Ž ..renormalized with g defined in Eq. 2 so that the different
coupling strengths of Ni, Cu and Pd to CO have been taken into
account. The dashed line shows the renormalized gain in 2p ) –

Ž .metal d hybridization energy to first order in the e shift whichd
Žis the dominant part of E . As e shifts up in energy closerd – hyb d

.to e the CO–metal bond strength increases in both the full2p

calculation and in the model. Likewise, a downshift of e gives ad
w xweaker CO–metal bond. Note that in Ref. 17 g is calculated

Ž .relative to the value for Cu 111 , while here the absolute values
w xare used. Also note that the shifts in e are taken from Ref. 17d

where they are calculated in a plane wave pseudopotential ap-
proach and that they therefore differ slightly from the LMTO-ASA
based numbers in Table 1.
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Ž .bitals LMTO method within the atomic sphere
Ž . w xapproximation ASA 21 . This method has

allowed us to study the trends for a whole set of
systems, but only for a pseudomorphic, unre-
laxed overlayer and surface impurities at the
ideal substrate lattice positions. We first present
these results. We then develop a simple model
which is able to describe the overall trends seen
in the full calculation. Finally, we also discuss
trends in the other surface parameters determin-
ing the reactivity.

2. Calculational method

All the results presented in this section are
based on density functional calculations within
the local density approximation. We have been
using the LMTO-ASA method to solve the
Kohn–Sham equations. The method is computa-
tionally very efficient, and this has allowed us
to calculate trends for 110 combinations of met-
als. The disadvantage of the method is that
lattice relaxations are not easily included.

In the LMTO-ASA calculations we applied
the Green function technique in conjunction

Ž .with the coherent potential approximation CPA
w xfor alloy surfaces 30,31 . Six layers of atomic

spheres and two layers of the vacuum spheres
have been treated self-consistently with the
equilibrium lattice spacing of a substrate ob-
tained in the bulk self-consistent LMTO-ASA
calculations. For the impurities we considered
the dilute limit of a completely random surface
alloy with the concentration one at% of a solute.
To take into account the charge transfer effects
in the single-site approximation in this case the
screened impurity model has been used in the

w xdefinition of the Madelung potential 32,33 . All
the calculations have been spin-restricted with

w xthe Perdew–Zunger parameterization 34 of the
w xresults of Ceperley and Alder 35 for exchange

and correlation.
We always consider the most close packed

ŽŽ . Ž . Ž .surface 111 for fcc, 0001 for hcp and 110
.for bcc .

3. Calculated variations in d-band centers for
unrelaxed, pseudomorphic overlayers and
surface impurities

Table 1 summarizes the results for the d-band
centers, e , defined as the centroid of the d-typed

density of states in an atomic sphere centered at
a surface atom. This quantity is often referred to
as C in the LMTO literature. Along the diago-d

nal are shown the calculated d-band centers of
the most close packed surface of the elemental
metals and the off-diagonal elements show the
shift in the d-band center when one metal is
alloyed into the surface layer or form a pseudo-
morphic overlayer on one of the other metals.
For each metal we have considered the equilib-

Ž .rium bulk metal structure fcc, hcp or bcc for
the substrate, but we have found that variations
of d-band centers for the close-packed surfaces
of the different structures are small, of order

Ž .0.02–0.04 eV in the case of fcc 111 and
Ž .bcc 110 and even smaller in the case of
Ž . Ž .hcp 0001 and fcc 111 faces. The differences

between different facets of the same bulk struc-
ture are generally larger, of order 0.2 eV in the

Ž . Ž .case of fcc 111 and fcc 100 facets.
We point out again, that the results are for

overlayers and surface impurities occupying lat-
tice positions of the substrate, and we have not
here taken into account whether these structures
are actually stable under experimental condi-
tions. Yet, the table can be used to get an idea
about possible ways of modifying the electronic
structure of a surface. As we will show later,
there is a tendency that the inclusion of relax-
ations will decrease the shifts seen in Table 1,
but this will not in general change the sign or
relative magnitude of the effect.

It is seen that there is a tendency that when
Ž .the early small elements in the table are al-

Ž .loyed into or put on top of the later larger
elements, the d-band center shifts up. According
to the arguments above this should lead to an
increase in the interaction with molecules like
CO. Likewise, we see that a large atom on top
of a metal with a smaller Wigner–Seitz radius
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tends to give rise to a down-shift of the d-states
Žand thus to a decrease of the CO bonding an

.increase in the energy of the system .

4. A simple model for the overall trends in
the d-band shifts

To understand the origin of the main trends
in Table 1 we build on the observation above
that the sign and magnitude of the shifts seem to
depend on the difference in the size of the two
metals. It is well known from LMTO theory
that the d-band centers e depend sensitively ond

the Wigner–Seitz radius s. In fact, de rd ln sd

have been tabulated for all the elemental metals
w x21 . Values of s and de rd ln s for all 3d, 4d,d

and 5d transition and noble metals are given in
Fig. 3. The concept of a Wigner–Seitz radius
containing a neutral atom in a perfect solid can

be generalized by the neutral radius, defined to
contain a neutral atom for any configuration.
For a surface atom the neutral radius is larger
than in the bulk because the contribution to the
electron density around a surface atom from the
neighbors is smaller than in the bulk. It is seen
in Fig. 3 that de rd ln s is positive for all thed

Žmetals to be considered here Fe–Cu, Ru–Ag,
.Ir–Au . Consequently the d-band centers at the

surface are higher in energy than for the bulk.
This is in accordance with experience from the
self-consistent density functional calculations.

We now follow the effective medium theory
Ž . w xEMT 20,36 and approximate the electron
density in the system by a superposition of
atom-like electron densities at each atom. In this
case, there is a one to one relation between the
neutral radius s for an atom i in the systemi

and the average electron density n from thei

neighbors around atom i. Based on density
functional calculations for atoms embedded in

Table 1
Ž .Shifts in d-band centers of surface impurities and overlayers relative to the clean metal values italic

Fe Co Ni Cu Ru Rh Pd Ag Ir Pt Au

Fe y0.92 0.05 y0.20 y0.13 y0.29 y0.54 y1.24 y0.83 y0.36 y1.09 y1.42
0.14 y0.04 y0.05 y0.73 y0.72 y1.32 y1.25 y0.95 y1.48 y2.19

Co 0.01 y1.17 y0.28 y0.16 y0.24 y0.58 y1.37 y0.91 y0.36 y1.19 y1.56
y0.01 y0.20 y0.06 y0.70 y0.95 y1.65 y1.36 y1.09 y1.89 y2.39

Ni 0.09 0.19 y1.29 0.19 y0.14 y0.31 y0.97 y0.53 y0.14 y0.80 y1.13
0.96 0.11 0.12 y0.63 y0.74 y1.32 y1.14 y0.86 y1.53 y2.10

Cu 0.56 0.60 0.27 y2.67 0.58 0.32 y0.64 y0.70 0.58 y0.33 y1.09
0.25 0.38 0.18 y0.22 y0.27 y1.04 y1.21 y0.32 y1.15 y1.96

Ru 0.21 0.26 0.01 0.12 y1.41 y0.17 y0.82 y0.27 0.02 y0.62 y0.84
0.30 0.37 0.29 0.30 y0.12 y0.47 y0.40 y0.13 y0.61 y0.86

Rh 0.24 0.34 0.16 0.44 0.04 y1.73 y0.54 0.07 0.17 y0.35 y0.49
0.31 0.41 0.34 0.22 0.03 y0.39 y0.08 0.03 y0.45 y0.57

Pd 0.37 0.54 0.50 0.94 0.24 0.36 y1.83 0.59 0.53 0.19 0.17
0.36 0.54 0.54 0.80 y0.11 0.25 0.15 0.31 0.04 y0.14

Ag 0.72 0.84 0.67 0.47 0.84 0.86 0.14 y4.30 1.14 0.50 y0.15
0.55 0.74 0.68 0.62 0.50 0.67 0.27 0.80 0.37 y0.21

Ir 0.21 0.27 0.05 0.21 0.09 y0.15 y0.73 y0.13 y2.11 y0.56 y0.74
0.33 0.40 0.33 0.56 y0.01 y0.03 y0.42 y0.09 y0.49 y0.59

Pt 0.33 0.48 0.40 0.72 0.14 0.23 y0.17 0.44 0.38 y2.25 y0.05
0.35 0.53 0.54 0.78 0.12 0.24 0.02 0.19 0.29 y0.08

Au 0.63 0.77 0.63 0.55 0.70 0.75 0.17 0.21 0.98 0.46 y3.56
0.53 0.74 0.71 0.70 0.47 0.67 0.35 0.12 0.79 0.43

The impurityroverlayer atoms are listed horizontally and the host entries are listed vertically. For each combination of the two numbers
listed is first the isolated surface impurity given and than the overlayer. The surfaces considered are the most close packed and the overlayer
structures are pseudomorphic. No relaxations from the host lattice positions are included. All values are in eV and the elemental d band
centers are relative to the Fermi level.
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Fig. 3. Section of the periodic table with the 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals and the noble metals. Shown in lower right corner: bulk
Ž .Wigner–Seitz radius, s. Lower left corner: the de rd ln s which is used in Eq. 5 . Note how this changes its sign through a row at aboutd

Ž .half d band filling as expected from the rigid band model. In the upper right corner: behavior of the adsorbate s or p –metal d coupling
2 2 Žmatrix element squared, V . The V ’s generally decrease for increasing nuclear charge within a row and increase down the groups. Thisad ad

w xbehavior of the coupling matrix elements is explored in 15 in the discussion of the origin of the nobleness of gold. Note that the coupling
w xmatrix elements of Co and Ni are misprinted in Fig. 4 of Ref. 15 — without, however, changing the ordering of the coupling matrix

w x .elements and therefore without affecting the reasoning in Ref. 15 . All above numbers except for the properties of Zn, Cd, and Hg, have
w xbeen compiled from Ref. 21 . Finally, upper left corner: the idealized d band fillings. These are found to be close to the actual, calculated

w xbulk d band fillings considering the uncertainties in interpreting these 21 .

jellium, this relation has been found to be expo-
w xnential 20 :
yh Ž s ys .i 0n sn e 3Ž .i 0

We now characterize the atom in which we
are interested in the d-band center by its average
electron density n and writei

de d ln sd
de s d n 4Ž .d d ln s dn

1 de d nd
sy . 5Ž .

hs d ln s n0 0

For the six metals Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au
w xwe have EMT-parameters 36 and we can cal-

culate the difference d n between n for an atom
Ž .in the unrelaxed overlayer on top the 111

surface of any of the other metals and in the
Ž .111 surface of the elemental metal itself. Us-
ing the values of de rd ln s from Fig. 3 we getd

an estimate for the shifts in the d-band centers
Ž .de from Eq. 5 . These results are compared tod

the self-consistently calculated results from
Table 1 in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the overall
trends are well described by the simple model,

while the finer details are not. This confirms
that an important effect of moving a layer of
one kind of metal atoms to another substrate is
to change the electron density or the ‘size’ of
the atom. This in turn changes the center of the
d-bands.

In addition, there will of course be changes in
the d-band centers for overlayers due to hy-
bridization between the overlayerrimpurity d-
states and the substrate d-states. Such effects

Fig. 4. Open circles: correlation between the LMTO-ASA based d
band centers and the simple model estimate based on volume

Ž .effects as described by Eq. 5 for unrelaxed impurity or overlayer
systems of Ni, Pd, Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au. Solid circles: Effect of the
relaxation as found by the model estimate.
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may well account for the variations that are not
accounted for by the simple model.

The change of the d-band center with the
surrounding density is very simple to under-
stand. As the environment of a surface metal
atom changes, its embedding density, n, changes
and so does the local bandwidth of the d-bands.
Given that metal impurity or overlayer systems
of the type considered here strongly disfavor a
net change in the local occupation of d-states at

Ž .any site i.e. the Hubbard U is large , the center
of the d-bands will move in response to the
changed d-band width. This, rigid band type
model is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5. For
the metals considered here, where the d-bands
are more than half filled, a decreased embed-
ding density and the accompanying d-band nar-

Žrowing will give rise to an upshift of e asd
.de rd ln s)0 see Fig. 3 . For transition metalsd

to the left in the series where the d-bands are
less than half filled a downshift of e wouldd

result in order to maintain the same d-band
Ž .filling as de rd ln s)0 . For the noble metalsd

the d-bands are fully occupied and are as such
free to move in energy with changing the occu-
pation. However, also for these systems the
d-band positions will correlate with the embed-
ding density as this determines the average po-

Ž .tential and hence the d-band position through
its contribution to the exchange–correlation po-
tential.

We notice that the same arguments should
hold for the core levels. They will shift with the
embedding density in just the same way as the
valence d-states through the shift in the entire
local potential at the surface sites. The present
arguments could therefore also be used to un-
derstand the overall trends in surface core level
shifts. A similar picture has been derived from a
completely different starting point by Gan-

w xduglia-Pirovano et al. 37 .
We can use the effective medium based model

above to estimate part of the effect of relax-
ations for the six metals where we have EMT
parameters. The part that we can include is the

Ž .effect of the change in density or potential

Ž .Fig. 5. When a metal atom small grey circle with a small lattice
Ž .constant and f )0.5 is put as an impurity or overlayer at thed

Ž .surface of a metal large white circles with a large lattice
constant, the embedding density and therefore the local d-band
width are lowered and the center of the d band is caused to shift

Žup in order to preserve the degree of d-band filling grey shaded
.area . For a large metal atom on a small metal atom substrate the

opposite is found.

from the neighbors. The shifts due to hybridiza-
tion are not included. To get the potential shift,
we simply let the overlayers relax in the EMT
and recalculate d n and the model value for de .d

This is also included in Fig. 4. It can be seen
that the effect of the potential shift is quite

Žsmall. It generally reduces de the surfaced

atoms move closer to the substrate, the density
.increases and the d-band width goes up , but it

never changes the sign.

5. Trends in matrix elements

For completeness we also discuss how varia-
tions in the coupling matrix elements V fromad
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one metal to the next can be estimated from
w xLMTO theory. As shown in Refs. 20,21,38 the

coupling matrix element between an adsorbate
state and a metal d-state a distance r away can
be written

M Ma d
V sh 6Ž .ad l ql q1a dr

where h is given by the structure constants in
LMTO theory and l denotes the angular mo-a

mentum quantum number of the adsorbate state
and l of the metal d-state. M and M ared a d

related to the LMTO potential parameters D by
1r22 lq1M s s D 7Ž .Ž .l l

Here s denotes the neutral sphere radius for
the atom in question. It is seen that for a given
adsorbate at a given distance from a metal atom,
the trends in the matrix element for the metals
will depend only on M . Since the values for Dd

for the bulk metals have been tabulated for all
w xthe metals 21 we can also tabulate the relative

values of the matrix elements. In Fig. 3 we
present V 2 AM 2 relative to the value for Cuad d

for the relevant section of the periodic table. We
have used the bulk Wigner–Seitz radii as well
as the bulk metal values for D in calculating
M . Direct calculations show that this is a goodd

approximation even for the surface.
In Fig. 3 we also include values for the filling

of the d-bands. A filling factor f s0.8 meansd

that the d-bands have 0.8=10s8 electrons.
The occupancy of the d-bands has been rounded
off to correspond to an integer number of elec-
trons for each metal. For the overlayers we find
that the occupancies always remain equal to the
elemental metal values on this scale.

6. Summary

In the present paper we have presented the
results of a density functional calculation of
several parameters describing the electronic
structure of the metal surfaces and in particular
surface alloys and overlayers. The major part of

the paper has concentrated on the center of the
d-bands. The d-band center is expected to be an
important parameter determining the ability of
the surface to bond to several adsorbates. Focus-
ing of the metals Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ru, Rh, Pd,
Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au we have calculated the
d-band centers for the most close-packed sur-
faces of the elemental metals. For all combina-
tions of the metals we have calculated the shift
in the d-band center when the metal is alloyed
into the surface of the other or is deposited as a
pseudomorphic overlayer. These calculations
have been for all atoms at the substrate lattice
positions. These results can therefore only be
taken as guidelines, the question whether such a
structure can actually be formed in reality is not
taken into account.

We have also developed a simple model to
explain the overall trends the shifts in the d-band
positions due to surface alloying or overlayer
formation. The main variations can be well
accounted for considering the changes in the
electron density from the neighbors and the
local d-band width. If a ‘small’ metal atom is
moved into the lattice of a ‘larger’ one, the
neighbors are further away and the d-band width
at the atom becomes smaller than at the surface
of the elemental metal. This brings about an
up-shift in the d-band center in order to main-
tain the same d-band filling locally. Based on
the model we also discuss the effect of lattice
relaxations and reconstructions.

Finally, we have also discussed the variations
in the coupling matrix elements between an
adsorbate and the d-states of a metal surface and
the filling of the d-bands in the relevant part of
the periodic table.
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